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Bill Summary:  This bill would codify an existing reliability and emergency demand 

response program, known as the Base Interruptible Program (BIP). The bill would 

establish specified incentive requirements and conditions for the continued use of the 
program. 

Fiscal Impact:   

 The CPUC estimates annual costs of $308,000 (special fund) ongoing to develop 

new methods to determine the incentive levels for the BIP program, to consider 
changing the categorization of BIP from a supply-side resource to a load-modifying 

resource, to change the operation of the program, and to create a new pilot program. 

 Unknown potential cost pressure for the CPUC to implement or expand the 

economic demand response program or optional rate design piloted by this bill, 
should the pilot program be successful. 

Background: BIP is a reliability emergency demand-response program for non-

residential customers who can provide a minimum load reduction of 100 kilowatts (KW). 

Most BIP participants are commercial and industrial customers involved in agriculture, 
mining/quarrying, and manufacturing. BIP may be called upon anytime under certain 

grid emergency conditions, and can be triggered by the California Independent System 
Operator (CAISO) or by local system emergencies. Participating customers receive a 
monthly capacity credit in exchange for a commitment to reduce energy consumption to 

the customer’s minimal operational requirements (15 or 30-minute notice of emergency 
events that could last up to six hours). During an event, if the customer deviates from 

the pre-committed load reduction amount, the customer is assessed a penalty of 
$6,000/MWh they under-deliver. 
 

On August 14 and 15, 2020, the CAISO was forced to institute rotating electricity 
outages in California in the midst of a West-wide extreme heat wave. BIP participants 

were called upon to shed load under an emergency triggered by the CAISO. BIP 
participants shed nearly 800 MWs of load, roughly 80 percent of their participating 
loads. This load shed helped buffer the impacts of the rotating outages. The CPUC is 

currently looking at emergency actions that can be taken to prepare for the summer of 
2021 (R. 20-11-003). The CPUC has proposed increasing the incentive levels for BIP 

for summer 2021 given the concerns for potential emergency events in the near-term. 

Proposed Law:   This bill would: 

 
1) Require that the BIP be available to qualifying commercial and industrial customers 

regardless of the LSE that is that customer’s supplier of electricity.  
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2) Require that the minimum incentive levels for program participation for the 2023 

calendar year be those applicable within the service territory of each IOU during 
2018, adjusted for inflation using a price index determined by the CPUC to be 
appropriate.  

 
3) Beginning January 1, 2024, authorize the CPUC to approve increased or decreased 

incentive levels for program participation if the CPUC determines that those 
incentives are reasonably necessary to ensure continued participation by eligible 
customers. 

 
4) Because this bill would require actions by those LSEs that are CCAs, this bill would 

impose a state-mandated local program. 
 
5) Require the CPUC, except as provided, to implement a pilot economic demand-

response program, to be administered by the large IOUs, in which base interruptible 
program participants may elect to participate, to operate for a three-year period, as 

specified. 

Related Legislation:   

SB 1414 (Wolk, Chapter 627, Statutes of 2014) required utilities and regulators to 
include demand response (DR) in resource adequacy plans, as specified. 

Staff Comments: As an emergency last-resort measure, this program is inherently very 

expensive and costly to ratepayers. For example, Southern California Edison paid out 
over $60 million in incentives to BIP participants in 2019 that were recovered from 

ratepayers. BIP participants are paid upfront monthly incentives just for agreeing to drop 
load/demand during an emergency event. This amounts to a significant discount that 
participants receive on their electric bills even if an emergency event is not triggered. 

 
This bill would require consideration of changes (1) to incentives that are paid to 

participants in order to ensure participation by customers, (2) to the operation of the 
program, and (3) in how the program is valued.  
 

This bill would require specific actions by the CPUC. Specifically, this bill would require 
the CPUC to develop new methods to determine the incentive levels for the BIP 

program (one method for 2023 and another set for 2024), to consider changing the 
categorization of BIP from a supply-side resource to a load-modifying resource (which 
would have Resource Adequacy and California Independent Systems Operators 

(CAISO) market implications that would need to be analyzed), to change the operation 
of the program, and to create a new pilot program to be paired with the BIP. 

 

-- END -- 


